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AAC HIFU
High Intensity Focused Ultrasound

AAC HIFUApplications
High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) delivers direct heat energy to thye skin and the subcutaneous
tissue that can stimulate and renew the skin's collagen and thus consequently improving the texture and
reduces the sagging of the skin. It literally achieves the same results of a face lift or a body lift without any
invasive surgery or injections, moreover, an added bonus of this procedure is that there is no downtime
and also it works equally well for people of all skin colours in contrast to that of lasers and the intense

pulse lights.

It's heating directly to deeper tissue in order to lift the skin. It is performed in the clinic with only
ultrasound gel applied to the skin. An ultrasound screen image allows the operator to visualize the level of

treatment before energy is applied to the targeted tissue. Treatment takes from 45 to 90 minutes
depending on the area/areas treated.

Body
Three depths to completely eliminate cellulite

Remove wrinkles around forehead, eyes, mouth and neck
Lifting and tightening the skin on cheeks
Improving skin elasticity and improving the jaw line
Tightening the skin, lifting eyebrow line
Improving skin complexion

Face
Four depths make the skin firmer and younger

Remove fat from arms, armpits, chest, sides,
abdomen, thighs, calves, ankles and much more.
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ACC HIFU Q&A
How long until I see results?
You should see results within the first 20 days after the treatment. Results will continue to improve in the following weeks

How long will the results last?
It is important to remember that this will vary from person to person. Results can last for up to 6 months. If you take care of your skin, then you will
see long-lasting effects from just one treatment!

Howmany treatments will I need?

This will depend on your needs and expectations. The procedure can produce long-lasting results, but some people may benefit from a top-up
treatment. However, most of our clients see effective results from only one treatment.

What areas can it be used for?

The AAC HIFU is ideal for treating signs of ageing around the eyes, and mouth. It can also help to reduce sagging skin on the cheeks. Depending
on the area of the face, different intensities of the ultrasound will be used. In particular, lower levels of ultrasound are used around the mouth and
above the eyes, because the skin is thinner and more sensitive. Furthermore, the AAC HIFU can also target skin on the neck and décolletage. This
helps to reduce signs of double chins, and leave you with a tighter and firmer neck.

Is it safe?
The AAC HIFU is a safe and non-invasive procedure. Our equipment and the treatment is certified. We use the latest and most advanced
technology to offer treatments that are designed around your comfort and safety.

How long will I need to recover?
This is the best part about the AAC HIFU– there is no downtime! You may experience mild redness after the treatment, but this will fade within a
few days. After the treatment, you can resume your daily activities immediately, with brighter and fresher feeling skin.

For more information, please call our sales team on: 00353 (0)45 982 993

Precise HIFU transducers deliver energy to collagen to
remove facial wrinkles and sagging skin and tighten

body tissues.
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